PASTORAL STEWARDS OF THE SCRIPTURES
The New Testament Greek word for steward, “oikonomos”, defines stewards as managing
caretakers of someone else’s possessions. While Titus 1:7 describes a pastor as a “steward of
God” and 1 Peter 4:10 uses the designation “stewards of the manifold grace of God”,
I Corinthians 4:1 commissions pastors to be “stewards of the mysteries of God”.

A primary task of a pastor is to be a caretaker of the Holy Scriptures. A
fundamental responsibility is to insist upon the absolute authority
(Auctoritas Absoluta) of the Bible as the source of divine truth. It involves negating any
additions, subtractions, manipulations or misinterpretations of the Holy Spirit’s inspired words.
The Higher Critical Method of Biblical Interpretation attacks the historical veracity of the Holy
Scriptures. A higher critic theologian discards all religious concepts which require faith in the
miraculous origin and content of the Bible. In 1941, Rudolf Bultmann proposed his
“demythologizing” theory (Entmythologisierung) which held that there are mythological portions
in Scripture which must be detected and given proper evaluation in view of existential
significance. Higher critical/mythological theology has infested the majority of Christian
denominations today. It influenced the faculty of Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, MO,
in the 1960's and 70's, which ultimately caused the “walk out” of professors and students.
Currently the higher critical/mythological trend has gained impetus in the Evangelical Lutheran
Church of America, resulting in decisions to condone homosexual/lesbian behavior and same-sex
marriage. Inter-synodical Lutheran relationships have been affected.
In the pages that follow, the theological/philosophical essay, “Auctoritas Absoluta”, was written
for the Doctrinal Unity Committee of the Synod of Evangelical Lutheran Churches when it was
still a separate synod and part of the Synodical Conference. At that time, discussions were
being held regarding altar and pulpit fellowship with the American Lutheran Church. The essay
was later printed in the June, 1970, issue of the “Springfielder”, a theological journal of
Concordia Seminary, Springfield, IL. In 1972, it was translated and published in Germany by
Dr. Hans Lutz Poetsch, Director of the German Lutheran Hour. More recently it was printed in
the Fall, 2001, issue of “Slovo” a historical-cultural-theological journal of the Slavic Heritage
Institute.
The essay is an effort to reaffirm the theological stance of the absolute authority of the Holy
Scriptures. It is especially relevant to the current post-modern culture which disowns
authoritative religious concepts. Included with the essay are two poems: (1) “Truth”,
published in the May, 1976, issue of the Concordia Journal of Concordia Seminary, St. Louis,
MO. (2) “A Theological Dialogue” portraying the tension between a “Biblical Cleric” and a
“Scriptural Critic”.
Rev. Thomas Soltis
October, 2011
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I. THr AurHoRrrATrvE Natunp or Wonos
ARE "thought symbols", are thoughts "word symbols"?
WORDS
F
T
I Is it possible for a peison to think abstractly without the use of
symbols?
-

Whatever the conclusions to these questions, this much is
certain: the reasoning process involves the interrelation of worcl
symbols. Onc's personal rvord Power bccomes a significant factor
in one's ability io ."aso.t. Obiervations indicate that- a person's
reasoning abilily is enhanced by a large accumulation of words and
climinish-ed when one's vocabuiary is-meagcr. When reason functions, it goes about the task of interrelating and categorizing facts,
accumulaied either through introspection or outward observation
and intercommunication; such factf are symbolically represenled by
rvords (or, in the science of quantitative analysis, by numbers).
Words are conveyors of concepts assimilated from the environment
of man's externai relationships or spawned from rvithin his inner
self. Unique in this respect ln the animal world, man uses words
as tools to know himself, his environment and God. Through the
authoritative use of rvorcls, man becomes uniquely aware of himself.
As human beings lve are able to judge ourselves very separate from
the rest of that which exists materially.

of reason, was atvare of himself, the uni,verse
Adam, capable
^arvareness
manifested itself in his productive ability
and God. His
as a "word maker." (Genesis 2:2O) When something new and
intimately personal came into his life, he called her "Woman" . . .
because she was taken out of man. (Genesis 2:23) Adam's concept
of the word, "naked", in Genesis 2:25 (before the fall) held an
authoritative meaning different from the one in Genesis 3: l-0 (after
the fall). Our undeistanding of the word as he understood it both
before and after the fall would offer interesting insights into an understanding of man's sexual makeup and behavior. Was Adam a "word
maker""because he possessed thi ability to reason, or was he able to
reason because he pbssessed a "word making" ability? Are-words.the
result of the reason-ing process, or is the reasbning process the product
of words?
It seems words and

the reasoning process are most closely
interrelated. Words, as a result, are authoritative for the reasoning
process. Behind each word in everyone's personal vocabulary lies a
concept or a series of interrelated concepts' A-person's t-otal vocabulary pius his personal understanding of accumulated words determine
by whicli he r-easons. The books we read
the ideologicil principles
^extenl
not only u'hat we think, but also hou'
determine"to a great

t-
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we think. Docs language produce culture? Or does culture produce
language? Whatever the answer, if you wish to know how a man
thinks, you must learn his language. His words are an authoritative
representation of his reasoning process.
As a vehicle of communication, God has selected the medium
of words to reach the man with divine concepts. God is, in essence,

a Spirit. He is not contained in anything material other than the
physical body and person of Christ Jesus. God is not dependent upon

the material for existence. The material things which exist bear

testimony to His existence, but they are helpless to communicate His
inner Will, Mind, and Self to man. As a method of communication
Christ, THE WORD, spoke. His words created the Universe and
communicated God's divine thoughts to the intelligence of man (John

l). Furthermore, through the Holy Spirit, divine thought concepts
were "inbreathed" into the hearts and minds of selected spokesmen

and writers; the "inbreathing" process involved the use of word
forns. God merged His divine thought concepts with human vocabuIary. Through His rvords God established spiritual ideological principles rvhich undergird the reasoning process of minds captured and
enslaved by His lvords. The words of divinely inspired writers have
been recorded for posterity to "spiritually think by".

Words, being conveyors of thought concepts, cannot be separated from their respective concepts. Those who maintain a Scripture inspiration of thought concepts, but not of words, are illogical.
As words are authoritative for the human reasoning process,
so God's words (Scripture) are authoritative for the spiritual reasoning process. Because of their superior nature, God's words dominate the reasoning process of Christians. God's words possess within
themselves an inherent power and ability to convince one of things
beyond the scope of the material universe and human intelligence.
God's rvords produce faith. They establish the evidence for things
not seen and form the substance of things hoped for (Hebrews I l: l).
lVhen God's words dominate the mind of man, it is then that man
believes spiritual facts outside the realm of human reason. It is

impossible to think God's way properly without the use of His
"thought symbols" (words). True spiritual thought may be defined
as, "God's word symbols functioning in and controlling the mind of
man." The Scriptures are God's thought symbols for man's use.
Thus, man's spiritual thoughts should be governed exclusively by
God's thought concepts as declared in His words (Scripture). As
Christ, THE WORD of God, cannot be separated from the words
of God, even so, those who are His should be inseparably connected
to God's words for they have and possess for all eternity total dominion
and full jurisdiction in the-realm bf perfect truth.
Words are authoritative. They rule as judge and jury in the
courtroom of human reason. Similarly, God's words (Scripture)
are authoritative
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II. Tur Ferr,rsr,r Usr oF WoRDS rN THE Pnocrss
op HurvraN RrasoN
Words are authoritative to the reasoning process of an individual. Words dominate the mental arena; they symbolize observable facts and phenomena. As a person's knowledge grows so does
his vocabulary which serves as a framework of reference in the sense
of catalogued facts. Man's reasoning process involves the interrelation of accumulated facts (knowledge) for purposes of induction
and deduction. Through the medium of symbols, be they numbers,
letters or words, thinkers interrelate facts for purposes of drawing
conclusions. This is part of the process of human reason in man's
quest for truth.
The process, however, is fallible, especially as it relates to
rvord usage. Words change and so also their meaning. Words may
be misunderstood. Words improperly connected often lead to misjudgments. Words incorrectly received produce a false comprehension of what is being communicated. Since words are a medium for
the communication of single ideas as well as complicated ideologies,
a proper reception of the ideas of others is dependent upon the receiver's ability to correctly comprehend the word meanings intended
by the sender. To help assure proper intercommunication, dictionaries were written to authorize words as representative symbols of
specific ideas. The authoritative power of the dictionary, however,
is not a magic wand capable of solving all the problems of intercommunication. Even though dictionaries endeavor to authorize a
single rvord to symbolize a specific concept, words nevertheless have
come to have various meanings and connotations. Thus, if too
few words, or the rvrong words, or improperly connected words are
used to communicate an idea, misconceptions may take place even
as electronic computers can resolve nonsense when the programmer
does not properly feed his machine. Confusion also takes place in
intercommunication lvhen either the sender or receiver by-passes
the essential authoritative meanings of words communicated and supplys his own personal rvord connotations.

Though words are authoritative to the reasoning process, conclusions are always relative to an individual's experience. Conclusions drawn for problem solutions would be accurate only if one's
experience to a particular situation included:
'
( I ) The accumulation of all the facts necessary to that situation;
(2) The proper evaluation of the accumulated facts in their
coruect context;
(

3

) The proper integration of the accumulated

facts as they

relate to each other.

However, by reason of human inabilities, man cannot accumulate all the facts necessary for many situations. The absence of just
one fact may totally discolor his ultimate conclusion with untruth.

Trm
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Secondly, man is capable of misjudgment' Should the value of
but one iact be misjudged in an impioper context, the fin_al thesis
F"lL p"ru"ttecl. Thi;dly; man has been i<nown to- unwittingly igggle
^into
improper assbciations, integrations,, and interrelationships.

facts

tt i, r,"r historically produced distorftd conclusions in the field and
tt."n- of philosophical and theological systems. Indeed, fallible are

the use of worcls in the process of human reason'
Mun ,nuy produce a word such as "evolution" or "cancer" without evel being {uite sure what he means by it. As progress is.made
i" tt ,""..h" for additional enlightenment, new insights change
" and tone of
Worfis take on a new complexion and
it
'vorcls.
"
"Jo.
Since the meanings of .words
in*eased.
is
Ji;;;ti;t as kttot"ledge
relative to their respective owners, an indiv_idual's perur"
experience and knowlcdgi
sonal"l*"y,

will shape and color the meaning
p"ttottal understanding and contl-t"
;i hit riorcls. Furthermore,
."ptio"t U"hi"a an inclividual's rvords will determine the direction and
mithod of his reasoning process. This accounts for the many varyi"g- ,ra antithetical idloiogies in the history of man. It, also accoirnts for thc instability oF -an in the realm of human ideologies.
Since man's experiencc'is limited, and his evaluation of it capable
his:nind"'
of subjective
-"r, is always in jeopardy of "changrlg
"r.o., of
its very definition, cannot be absolute' Human
Scicnce, by virtue
reason, by virtue of lts failible m-anipulation of words, cannot be
absoluie. Science is but a methodology of reason used !y man in his
pursuit toward truth. Reason is buti means toward ultimate truth;
pro."tt toward an end, but never the end itself.

"

III. Gou's Wono-Tsr Ixrar-r-rnr-r Souncr or Tnurn
If science and reason are not absolute, what is? Or is the uni-

verse a phenomenon of "non-abSOlutes"? Left to o1r own resgurces'
we might be forced to reject "absolutes" and conclude that our existcnce nlust be comprehended in terms of "relatives", i.e', "Life's an

ever changing t.".r" to be understood in terms of th_ange,ry it relates
to nran in" th-e present tense." But Christ stepped into his-tory in a

clivinc-human r"uy ancl claimed to bc the culmination__of_ historypast, prcsent ancl future-the Alpha and Omega of all things-including absolute truth!
ih.itt'r claim in John 14:6 ("I am . the truth. . .1') demands that we cease making what is personally relevant and relative within and around us absolute for our reasoning process' His
claim to truth commands that rve take His absolutes (words) and
make them relevant and relative to all that is ideologically personal
to us.

Christ's claim to absolute truth was a claim to divinity, for
God alone is capable of possessing the absolute. God is the only
one in a position to accumulate all the facts necessary for. a given
situation;?e alone is able to understand properly and evaluate accumulatecl facts in their correct context; He alone is capable of ac-
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curately integrating and interrelating accumulated facts with each
other ior thJ attti'inment of true ionclusions. God alone has a
past experience which is perfe-ctly RELATIVE to every context,

il"[ti"[ tpiritual, or situaiional. Amazingly,^4is is true n^ot o-nlyto
i;-;;; oi the present but also the future! God is not confinedand
tl*it"a by fh" created material. He can-properly observe
"",
evaluate His ireation without the prejudice of human confinement.

as well as the ultimate destiny
nr Ci""to., He knorvs what He
Observer of His.gryatio.ns, He perof u1i thl"gs. As Preserver and"re"ted
fectly comfrrehends horv they function.. Above all,r God knows Him,"tf 'fo, wirat He is. Knowing Himself, He knows truth in absoi"i" iot"tlty; God is Truth. Should He cease, truth wouldiscease.
iftiifr""l iod, th"r" is no truth, Man's-pursuit-for truth ultiknow God
;;;i;; pursuit for God. To know absolute truth is to
He knows
as
know
to
and
us'
He
knows
as
;;H; k;;;t Aimself,
(l
l2).
l3:
Cor.
' - Cod has seen lit to communicate a portion of His total truth to
man through a revelation accomplished through th9 medium of
*"iar. ffii revealed rvords are authoritative in an absolute sense,

since He is "The Absolute".
God-breathed

written worcrs

IV.

:

Authoritatively Absolute

Trrr Nrrp or a l\{rrrroDor-ocY FoR A Connrcr Rrcnprrol
or Goo's Rnvrr-erroN

Since every rvord of scripture has a specific, authoritative meanino .*oi.ia rvith a divine, abiolute intent, man's major, endeavor in
hfE shoirld bc to discover the true sense and meaning behind every
*o.J of Cod in Scripture. But as man misuses and misunderstandsof
because
;;;Jr-;1-,ii mental'pursuits to understand the material
human limitations, ,o'ulro it may occur in the reahn of the spirifual.
Man may misuse, misunderstand or abuse the -thought- symbols of
God. It is important to maintain a disciTt-line wher-eby the words of
.vho
il ;;;;;tltt*tfv represent what God intended'
-Exegetes'
words,
God's
of
nature
authoritative
_have
;;J";;AJ it " "Utoi"t",
themselves"'
il;;"d lh"--prt""ipi"r "Let the Scriptures interpret
Scripture without private, human,
1.o !ito* Scriptu."^ to interpret
^interference, ^rvill permit God's concepts to shine
i"t"iorlt"tiu.

;il;;;'_il'Ti, *"rJ Gu"tr.

pniiJ,Spfr''ilr. *".ar t"

Hiitorically the church turned to
the unexpiainables of Scripture. And

".plain
in many arias because of human' fallitodav. ChristianitY is Jiuiaea

into doctrinal
;i;,';hil";;;ilt.i il"""irtt ground hown and fitted
clear testithe
to
instances
many
in
,n.i",,,, which are antithetic"al
-i"i philosophy,
less
is
nature,
very
its
by
b.rlotri".
_stable
"i"""'"f
ifrr"' at"-scitntific pro""tt. ehilosophical wordage is *rthoritative

onln to on"'s relative poi'i of uiew;'it is not absolute. God's rvords
God's rvords
;i;;"';";;;l"i;. 1t'is theologv's dutv toputunderstand
way:. "Theanother
it
t";;; JGod's thought concipts' To
words'" To
God's
to
words
Gocl's
;i";t;;";i. l,rtt.tio" i! to t"lat"

Trrr
accomplish this, the

-exeg_ete
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must roam and wade his way through

the_he_ights and depths ol God's words and seek to
as God meant them. with this essential principle

lowing methodology is offered.

u'd"trtund thelo
in mind, the fol-

V. A Brsr-rcer- Mrrnooor-ocy
TRANSLATION
obtain an accur-ate- rendering of the original text in words currently symbolical of the original.
II. WORD STUDY
Obtain a thorough study of original roots, word developments
ald usage at the time of writing.III. TEXTUAL SETTING
Evaluate each word in its immediate context.
IV. TEXTUAL POINTS OF EMPHASIS
A single v_e{se may have-more than one point of emphasis. For
,,wa|,",,truth,"
example., John 14:6 could
lpeak to the pbint of
"life."
or
It is therefore of-par-amount importance'to emphasize
,specifically which point of truth (embodied in a single
word or phrase) will be under study.
V. PARALLEL PASSAGES
The whole of Scripture must be consulted for parallel passages
parts I, II, III
spe_a\!1S
-to the Point of Emphsis in Part IV.
and IV above must be repeated with reference to each parallel
Passage. Thus the original Point of Emphasis will be reviewed
in the total context of Scripture.
VI. SUMMARY PARAGRAPH
The Summary Paragraph should consist of conclusive sentences
spjaking to the Textual Point of Emphasis in the light of the
whole of Scripture.
VII. THESIS
A brief statement which would represent the "Auctoritas Absoluta" of God's Word
I.

The above methodology will rotate one's theological pursuit
in ever wide-ning circles throu€hout the vast whirlpool o*f script,rte't
words. As this is done, the objective authority of the words of God
should mould his mind in the Mind of chriit. speculations about
yhut. jt historically scriptural and what is scripturally historical
should lose their significance, The authoritative words 6f cod tritt
dominate to set the scene for God's Revelation. problems between
the miraculous and materialism's rationale will disappear as miracuIous events become factual concepts in the student"i mind and his
exegetical proce-ss.
G-ods words penetrate deeper and deeper
into the rationale of-As
the Scripture student, the autforitative nature
of those words r.vill overpower him. He will be assured and reassured that his discipline is sound, his method reliable, and the results of his research irrcfutable.

TRUTH
Truth is a circle
Ever bending
The past into the future.
Never ending,
In Christ it lives on,
A “Sine Qua Non”.
Where it once was,
It again shall be;
What it once saw,
It again shall see;
For Christ, who is,
Was
And ever shall be.

Truth is what I must give that wide-eyed child,
Penetrating my soul with trust,
Intently gazing – clear-eyed, gentle, mild,
Sparkling with youth’s robust
Unsullied simplicity,
Seeking answers to every mystery.

Christ is a Fountain-Shower,
A clear, crystal Water-Flower,
Bursting with life
To quench and console
Every thirsting soul.

Give to the giving Christ,
ALIVE!
Enthroned above!
Give a life of love;
But give believing
The Father’s Word,
Christ, our Lord,
The Spirit’s Sword.

Christ’s Word, like a giant bell,
Tolling unbound,
Rings loud to quell
All false sound.
Christ’s Words, like rays of light,
Enable sight
That man might see himself more than sod;
Might see himself a product of God
With a goal for his soul:
To reflect Christ’s light
With all HIS might.

Christ’s Words are truth, my dear child,
Live for the loving Christ,
Lovely, lowly, meek and mild.
Love for the living Christ;
For He is risen
From death’s prison!

Blown by the Spirit’s Breath
From the Mouth of God, our Father,
The eternal Word slew death
To let life live forever.
As Father, Son and Spirit, One,
So Scripture’s Words and the Son.
To have His look
Believe God’s Book;
His will be done.
Rev. Thomas Soltis

Published: May, 1976
“The Concordia Journal’, Vol. 2; No. 3
Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, MO

A THEOLOGICAL DIALOGUE
A Conversation between
A Biblical Cleric
and
A Scriptural Critic

Biblical
Cleric

Here comes that critic down the street,
Kicking a Bible with shuffling feet;
Perusing another with anxious thumb,
To checkmate the King of Christendom.
Shall he succeed?
No! Never!
Not ever!
Neither by thought, word nor deed!
For the Sprit swings a severing sword
To slice every viper
Flaming with ire to singe His word.
“Good morning, Sir Critic
Of Antithetic, Theoretic Rhetoric.
On your way to pirouette
At some Theological Diet?
Tell me, I pray:
What’s on the menu today?
The Diet of Worms or some revised reforms?”

Scriptural “Ah-hah!
Critic
I’ve found you at last,
You Luther-run ecclesiast!”
“Are you still Confessionally bound
To put my scholarly ship aground?”
“Look here and understand.
Note well this Bible in my hand:
Underlined in red
To be easily read;
Scrutinized with discipline
To debate your doctrine;
Annotated black and blue,
Showing most clearly my point of view.”
Biblical
Cleric

“O, philosophical intellectual,
So able with ability,
You upset my tranquility.”

Page 2: A Theological Dialogue
“If we must debate,
Then let us relate
With friendly disposition
And a good inquisition.”
“But, before we begin
On the subject of doctrine,
My curiosity quell
And frankly tell
What is that book beneath your feet?
The one you step and stomp upon?
About which you grit and grind your teeth
And previously kicked up and down the street?”
Scriptural
Critic

“It is wise that you ask.
For it is good to unmask
Every mystery in controversy.”
“The book beneath my feet,
Kicked up and down the street,
Is a Bible
Un-underlined by the human mind.”
“For you see,
The Bible left alone
On the sea of inquiry
Makes a mind groan.”
“Without comment from a Historical Critic
The Bible remains a menace to logic;
Incredible to those who cannot think
But should;
As well as to those who will not think
But could.
But for us who think
As we should,
We come to understand, forsooth,
At least the whole of a part of the truth.”
“For true understanding, one needs a Bible
Mentalized!
Like the one in my hand,
Meeting mind’s logical demand.
Departmentalized!
Spiritualized!
Mythologized!
Historically criticized!
Existentially emphasized where the emphasis should lie!”

Page 3: A Theological Dialogue

Biblical
Cleric

“Pardon me, philosophical seer,
Did I rightly hear?
Did you say
‘Lie’ or ‘Die’?”

Scriptural
Critic

“’LIE’
Said I.”

Biblical
Cleric

“That’s what I thought you said.
But, either way Lie or die Your emphasis is dead.”

Rev. Thomas Soltis
1983

.

